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Automated Financial Systems, Inc. Announces Six New AFSVision Clients in 2022  

Exton, PA, January 17, 2023—Automated Financial Systems, Inc. (AFS®) announced today the 
addition of six new clients in 2022 for AFSVision®, its next-generation lending platform.  
AFSVision was chosen to support our client’s growth and cloud-based strategies as they look to 
modernize their commercial lending lines of business while offering first-class services and 
products to their customers. AFS clients have consistently demonstrated strong financial 
performance in both revenue and efficiency. 
 
AFSVision is designed to improve and expand upon AFS Level III’s capabilities, long considered 
the “gold standard” in commercial lending management across the industry for over 30 years.  
 
This most recent group of clients continues the successful transitioning of AFS Level III™ clients 
to AFSVision as well as first-time partnerships. 
 
AFSVision is an integrated single loan platform for any and all commercial lines of business. Its 
ability to easily integrate with and into the financial institutions ecosystem utilizing industry 
standard API’s supports financial institutions omnichannel strategy by promoting seamless, 
end-to-end processing through its unique suite of digital-enabling capabilities. AFSVision 
provides a globally available, unified banking experience, empowering financial institutions with 
24/7, digital and mobile, real-time access allowing financial institutions to better serve their 
customers now and in the future. 
 
“We are excited to continue our long-term relationships with the four AFS Level III clients that 
are transitioning to AFSVision, as well as welcome two new clients as we expand our reach to 
bring AFSVision’s modernizing, next-generation benefits to a larger audience and new markets. 
AFSVision is perfectly aligned with their strategic short- and long-term priorities. We’re certain 
AFSVision will enable these leading financial institutions to focus on their core business while 
streamlining processes, creating efficiencies, and enabling first class customer experiences,” 
said Richard Bare, CEO and President of AFS. 
 
About AFS 
AFS is the global leader in providing real-time, end-to-end lending solutions to the world’s top-
tier institutions as well as regional and de novo clients. Solely dedicated to the financial 
industry, AFS is uniquely positioned to support our client’s business and technology 
transformation, evidenced by our solutions processing more than $3 trillion in small business, 
commercial, CRE, wealth management, and syndicated loans daily. AFS clients have achieved 
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measurable results in customer expansion, revenue increases and efficiency gains that outpace 
their competition. AFS is headquartered in Exton, Pennsylvania, with an office in Brussels, 
Belgium. For more information, please visit www.afsvision.com. 
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